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Message from the Chairman of 
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Message from TIPC 
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The Taiwan International Ports Corporation, Ltd. (TIPC) is committed to advancing port 

infrastructure, improving facility and service, optimizing land use and preventing 

pollution. In recent years, we have been active in international certification schemes of 

port environment management. The environmental performance of ports in Taiwan is 

thus recognized by the world. With our global presence, we are well positioned to 

achieve our goal as building Ecoport and Green Port. 

 

Sustainable development has been the foundation on which the TIPC has been built. It 

is our strong belief that long-term operation and success are not possible without 

social, economic and environmental prosperity. We are dedicated to creating the best 

investment environment for the port business as well as the livable life for the 

neighboring communities. 

 

At the TIPC, we will continue the collaboration and communication with shipping 

companies, port business, neighboring communities and local governments. Together, 

we will seek ways to build ideal international green ports for all. 

Men-Feng Wu 
 Chairman 
Taiwan International Ports Corporation, Ltd. 
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Changes in the global climate and the quality of the marine environment have 

contributed to a wide attention on pollutions created during ship operations as well 

as greenhouse gas emissions produced during international shipping. As one of the 

world’s most advanced port operators, the Taiwan International Ports Corporation, 

Ltd. (TIPC) takes into account climate risks when designing its port facilities. 

Moreover, we actively establish environmental management system and enable 

public access to port-related environmental information. 

 

Environmental policy is the guiding principle of environmental management in our 

ports. We work toward minimization of the negative impact on port environment 

during port operations and development. As of today, the Ports of Kaohsiung, 

Keelung, and Taichung have received the EcoPort certification of the European Sea 

Ports Organisation. The Ports of Hualien and Taipei are planning to implement such 

certification system this year and thus joining the global network of EcoPort. 

 

As a transportation hub in the Asia-Pacific region, Taiwan ports shoulder the 

responsibility of promoting international trade and shipping development. TIPC will 

continue to provide the shipping industry with high-quality services so that ports 

and the local cities coexist in harmony and work jointly to facilitate mutual 

developments. Such partnership will allow the ports to continue to innovate and will 

improve our competitiveness. Now and in the future, all of our staff members will 

work diligently to protect the environment and ensure sustainable port development. 

President 
Taiwan International Ports Corporation, Ltd. 

Industrial development, technological progress, and substantial population increase 
have caused environmental disruption, climate anomalies, and continuous derivative 
disasters. To solve the problem of imbalanced environmental and economic 
development, the concept of sustainable development has presently become a 
crucial ideal worldwide. In response to the green port policy, the TIPC proposed the 
Plan for Promoting Green Ports in Taiwan in 2013, actively including port 
construction into an eco-friendly consideration to create quality port spaces and 
facilitate local economic development. 
 
The Port of Hualien is located in Eastern Taiwan that abounds in beautiful mountains 
and rivers, and therefore the importance of environmental sustainable development 
is profoundly recognized. In recent years, the geographic features of the port have 
been utilized to promote innovative environmental protection and energy 
conservation practices. For example, the project of effective reusing water resources 
capitalizes on the height differences in the terrain of the port to construct a reservoir 
to collect surface water for environmental maintenance and pollution prevention. 
The box-culvert outer ring road along the northern coast is constructed for work 
vehicles entering and leaving the port to go underground, reducing possible 
environmental pollution and noise caused by traveling in the urban areas. The 
combination of railways and maritime transportation enables the China Steel 
Corporation to change the original method of transporting ores through highways 
to container railway transportation to reduce the load on highways and the impact 
on the environment. The aforementioned eco-friendly practices not only improve 
port operation efficiency and decrease costs, but also considerably reduce the traffic 
load and pollution in Hualien. To fulfil corporate social responsibility, the Hualien 
Branch of TIPC provides 4.6 ha of port land for planning leisure districts. Furthermore, 
a bicycle pathway connecting the Qixingtan Beach and Liyu Lake was built to 
facilitate local development as well. These neighborhood-friendly actions show that 
the port can function as a waterside recreational space in addition to transporting 
cargo. 
 
According to the Future Development and Construction Program for International 
Ports in Taiwan, the Port of Hualien is positioned as “the only international 
commercial port in Eastern Taiwan” and “a port that functions also as a tourist and 
recreational site” in its development. In addition to devoting itself to improving the 
quality and quantity of exports and imports in Hualien and Taitung, the Port of 
Hualien will actively develop itself into a tourist and recreational port, providing a 
waterside space accessible to the public. 
 
To implement the policy for facilitating green ports, the Hualien Branch of TIPC 
applied to the European Sea Ports Organization for EcoPorts certification in 2015. 
The first phase of certification has been completed, and currently the port is 
undergoing the second phase of certification. By collaborating with port-related 
organizations (e.g., shipping lines, businesses, the Maritime Port Bureau, and local 
governments), this Branch aims to reduce environmental pollution, enhance the 
quality of life among local communities, and achieve the goal of port sustainability. 

President of  Port of Hualien Taiwan International Ports Corporation, Ltd. 

Kuo, Tien-Kuei Lo, Chuan-Hsiao  
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Port Location and Port Area 

Legal Status and Port Operators 

of the Port of Hualien is now the 
responsibility of the Hualien 
Branch of TIPC. The East Maritime 
Affairs Center of Maritime and 
Port Bureau (MPB), Ministry of 
Transportation and Communica-
tions  (MOTC) will be in charge of 
navigation and management of 
issues related to public authority.  

02/ 
In early 20th-century of Taiwan, 
before the development of road 
and rail network, both trade and 
transportation were accomplished 
by sea. Due to the lack of suitable 
natural harbors on the eastern 
coast of Taiwan, steamships might 
lay their anchors at any point 
between estuary of the Hualien 
and Meilun Rivers, where Amis 
laborers would load the cargo 
onto barges and ferry it upstream. 
To expedite the shipment process, 
Japan’s Imperial Diet passed a 
motion in 1930 to construct the 
Port of Hualien. Construction 
officially began in October of 1931, 
with three wharves completed by 
1939. These wharves served for 
the export of sugar to Japan and 
the transport of goods locally 
around the island. 

The Port of Hualien situates in 
northeastern Hualien, Taiwan 
(23°59’11”N, 121°37’35”E). 
Embedded by the Pacific Ocean to 
the east and Meiluen Mountain to 
the west, the Port of Hualien is the 
only international commercial port 
in Eastern Taiwan. The overall area 
of the port is 309 ha (land area: 
172 ha; waterside area: 137 ha) 

Ships enter the inner harbor 
through a northward narrow 
waterway from the outer harbor. 
In the inner harbor zone, 16 
wharves exist, where the water 
depth is 6.5–10.5 m and the wharf 
length is 2.5 km. The outer harbor 
contains 9 deep-water wharves, 
with 12–16.5 m deep and 2.3 km 
of wharf length. 

To modernize the management of 
commercial ports in Taiwan, the 
country passed the amendment of 
C o m m e r c i a l  P o r t  L a w  o n 
December 28, 2011. It was then 
decided in March 2012 that the 
government should be separated 
f r o m  t h e  e n t e r p r i s e  f o r 
management of the ports. After 
the transformation , management 

Master plan of Port of Hualien 

History and Development 
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Cruise night scene Port construction period Leisure coffee shop  Installation art 

Port Profile 
Once Taiwan’s period of 
Japanese colonial rule had come 
to an end, the Taiwanese govern-
ment was free to open the Port of 
Hualien to international trade, 
which it did on September 1, 1963 
in a bid to facilitate economic and 
industrial development in the 
region. Over the years, Hualien 
Harbor has undergone four 
separate expansion projects to 
relieve congestion from steadily 
increasing cargo ship traffic, with 
the final project completed in 
December of 1991. The port now 
boasts 25 wharves, each serving 
freighters carrying 30,000–100,000 
tons – easily enough capacity to 
support Eastern Taiwan’s still-
burgeoning industrial economy. 
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Commercial Activities 

Cruises  

In 2014, the major incoming from 
other countries included mineral 
products (66.44%) and wood, bamboo 
and rattan products (33.50%), whereas 
the major outgoing cargo was mineral 
products (100%). In 2015, the major 
incoming cargo remained the same, 
including mineral products (63.15%) 
and wood, bamboo and rattan 
products (36.80%). However, the latter 
increased by approximately 6%, and 
the major outgoing cargo was mineral 
products (100%), which is the same as 
2014. 

02/ 
Currently, the Port of Hualien consists 
of 25 wharves, among which some 
have multiple functions, and others 
were mainly built for stevedoring bulk 
cargo and wood. The major commer-
cial activities in the port include the 
transportation of aggregates (sand 
and gravel), ship building and repair. 
The incoming and outgoing cargos for 
stevedoring primarily include dry bulk, 
petroleum, general cargo, and ores. 
The commercial activities in the port 
include tourism, recreation, and the 
storage and transportation of cement, 
ores (sand), and stone.  
The Hualien Branch of the Taiwan 
International Ports Corporation (TIPC) 
has also been actively stimulating 
tourism by leasing out underutilized 
facilities for recreational use. Opening 
such unused wharves to alternate 
commercial uses enables the tourism 
industry to capitalize on offshore 
recreational opportunities, such as 
conducting sightseeing tours of 
Hualien’s skyline from a cruise ship at 
night. 
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Main Cargoes 

In recent years, the international cruise 
market has seen marked growth in the 
Asia-Pacific region. In keeping with 
this trend, the Port of Hualien not only 
serves the regularly scheduled Lina 
cruiseliner (traveling the so-called 
“Blue Highway” between Su’ao 
and Hualien), but also receives large 
international cruise ships. The number 
of international travelers passing 
through the Port of Hualien surpassed 
37,000 in 2014, and again in 2015. 

Port Profile *Main Commercial Activities and Cargo Handling of Port of 
Hualien 

*2014-2015 Business of Port of Hualien 

*Inbound Main Cargo of Port of Hualien 

Cargo type 2014 2015 Difference % 

Minerals products 1,791,693 1,639,884 -151,809 -8.50% 

Bamboo , rattan 
and wood 
products 

903,378 955,657 52,279 5.80% 

Nonmetallic 
mineral products 

9 156 147 1633.30% 

Base metals 
& articles of base 
metal 

461 126 -335 -72.70% 

Chemical or 
related industrial 
products 

994 1,020 26 2.60% 

Business item 2014 2015 

Comparison 
 between 2014 and 2015 

Actual number % 

Incoming & 
outgoing 

Ships 

Total number of 
ships(vessel) 

3,100 2,546 -554 -17.87% 

Total  tonnage(tonnes) 30,299,039 26,589,518 -3,709,521 -12.24% 

Cargo 
throughput 

Imported cargo(tonnes) 2,696,540 2,596,858 -99,682 -3.70% 

Exported cargo(tonnes) 1,543,000 1,351,365 -191,635 -12.42% 

Domestic cargo(tonnes) 9,149,244 8,067,438 -1,081,806 -11.82% 

Total (tonnes) 13,388,784 12,015,661 -1,373,123 -10.26% 

Number of 
travelers  

Number of  domestic line 
travelers (number of 

people) 
152,607 94,846 -57,761 -37.85% 

Number of  international 
line travelers (number of 

people) 
39,958 37,461 -2,497 -6.25% 

Total number of travelers 
(number of people) 

192,565 132,307 -60,258 -31.29% 

Commercial Activities 

Aggregates (sand, gravel)  

Storage and transportation 

Ship building and repair 

Cargo Handling 

Dry bulk 

Petroleum / Oil products 

Ores(coal) 
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Organizational Structure 

Division Description 

Port Business Division 

Port development, stevedoring, berth scheduling, promotion 

of private investments and operations in the port, passenger 

clearance services 

Harbor Management  

Division 
Management of port security and navigation safety 

Information  Technology 

 Division 

Development and maintenance of information systems and 

equipment 

Harbor   Construction & 

Equipment  Division 

Port construction project management and repairs; 

maintenance and management of electrical and mechanical 

engineering equipment, ship machinery, and other machines 

Occupational Safety 

Division 

Port environmental protection, pollution control, and 

occupational safety management 

Personnel  Division Human resource management 

Civil Service  Ethics Division 
Prevention, inspection, and punishment related to civil service 

ethics 

Accounting  Division 
Auditing revenues and expenditures in the budget and final 

accounts 

Secretariat  Division Management of general affairs  

03/ 
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Environmental 
Management 

Interview with east maritime affairs center  Kickoff meeting for eco port application 

*Functions of the Divisions of the Hualien Branch of TIPC 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC consists of 9 divisions, 
including Port Business Division, Harbor 
Management Division, Harbor Construction & 
Equipment Division, Information Technology 
Division, Occupational Safety Division, Personnel 
Division, Civil Service Ethics Division, Accounting 
Division, Secretariat Division. In the Hualien Branch 
of TIPC, the department responsible for the 
operation and management of the environment is 
the Occupational Safety Division that consists of 
the Safety and hygiene Section, Environmental 
Management Section. The Safety and Hygiene 
Section is in charge of management of occupational 
safety and hygiene; the Environment Management 
Section deals with pollution control, environmental 
law, EIA, ambient monitoring, emergency response ,  
Environmental  education, plant conservation, 
waste treatment and recycling.   

The Hualien Branch of TIPC is in charge of managing 
the environment of the Port of Hualien. However, 
environmental aspects involve the division of 
responsibilities among different agencies. In 
addition to the Hualien Branch of TIPC, agencies 
responsible for environmental aspects include the 
East Maritime Affairs Center, Environmental 
Protection Bureau of Hualien County Government, 
Environmental Protection Administration, East Area 
of Coast Guard, Hualien Harbor Police Department of 
National Police Agency, Hualien Harbor Fire Brigade 
of National Fire Agency, East Control of Centers for 
Disease Control.  
Based on the Commercial Port Act, the MPB and the 
Hualien Branch of TIPC are responsible of Hualien 
Port’s environmental management, which the 
Hualien Branch of TIPC is in charge of port operation 
related issues and the MPB is in charge of port 
authority related issues. 
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Environmental Management Documents 

To comply with the acts and regulations specified by 
competent authorities, the TIPC has formulated 
related plans, management guidelines, and standard 
operating procedures. In addition to following the 
aforementioned regulations, the Hualien Branch of 
TIPC has drawn up environmental management 
documents according to the current operating 
system to establish and implement an environmental 
management system for EcoPorts. By doing so, the  

Branch aims to effectively 
manage and continuously 
improve the environment. 
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Environmental 
Management 

Related regulations are implemented individually by 
different divisions to reduce the impact of pollution 
caused by port operations. 

Regulations 
Central 

Competent 
Authority 

Local Law 
Enforcement 

Agencies 

Transportation 
regulations 

The Commercial Port Law 2011/12/28 Ministry of 
Transportation 

and 
Communications 

East Maritime 
Affairs Center, 
Maritime and 
Port Bureau, 

MOTC 
The Law of Ships 2010/12/08 

Agriculture 
regulations 

Wildlife Conservation Act 2013/01/23 
Council of 
Agriculture 

Agriculture 
Bureau, Hualien 

County 
Government 

Interior 
regulations 

Services Act 2011/12/21 
Ministry of the 

Interior 
Hualien Harbor 

Fire Brigade 

Environmental 
protection 
regulations 

Marine Pollution Control Act 2014/06/04 

Environmental 
Protection 

Administration 

Environmental 
Protection 

Bureau, Hualien 
County 

Government 

Air Pollution Control Act 2012/12/19 

Toxic Chemical Substances 
Control Act 

2013/12/11 

Indoor Air Quality Act 2011/11/23 

Water Pollution Control Act 2015/02/04 

Waste Disposal Act 2013/05/29 

Soil and Groundwater 
Pollution Remediation Act 

2010/02/03 

Noise Control Act 2008/12/03 

Environmental Impact 
Assessment Act 

2003/01/08 

Environmental Education Act 2010/06/05 

Greenhouse Gas Reduction 
and Management Act 

2015/07/01 

Public Nuisance Dispute 
Mediation Act  

2009/06/17 

Public 
Nuisance 
Disputes 

Mediation 
Committee, 

Hualien County 
Government 

Intersectoral 
Disaster Prevention and 
Protection Act 

2016/04/13 
Ministry of the 

Interior 
Hualien County 

Government 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC follows relevant 
international specifications, such as International 
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from 
Ships (MARPOL73/78), London Dumping 
Convention, International Convention for the Control 
and Management of Ships’ Ballast Water and 
Sediments, International Convention on the Control 
of Harmful Anti-fouling Systems on Ships etc. 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC also regularly identifies 
and updates port environmental issues related to 
changes in domestic laws and regulations, 
participates in environmental protection public 
hearings, and shares pragmatic Port practices; 
currently applicable regulations are aggregated as 
follows: 
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Continuous 
Improvement 

Environmental Monitoring 

Monitoring item Monitoring frequency 

 
Air Quality 

TSP(Total suspended particulates) ,PM10 , PM2.5 ,SO2 , CO , 
O3 , Nox , NO , NO2 , temperature , humidity , wind speed , 
wind direction , rainfall 

Monthly , 24-hr duration 

Noise 

Environmental sound volume criteria (Daytime Leq, , 
Evening Leq, Nighttime Leq , Full Range Leq), 
Low frequency noise  
*Equivalent Energy Sound Level (Leq)：It refers to a specific 
period  within the measured volume of the average energy 

Monthly , 24-hr duration 
(weekday and weekend) 
 
Using 2 sets of  24-hr automated 
and continuous monitoring 
systems 

Water 
Quality 

<General item> 
Velocity of flow, Flow direction , Water temperature , pH 
,DO,BOD,E-coli , NH3-N,TP, cyanide, Phenols, Mineral 
oils ,SS , salinity, Nitrite , Nitrate , Detergents(Anionic 
surfactant interface) Etc.  
<Heavy meatal item> 
Cd , Pb ,Cr 6+,As , Hg , Se , Cu , Zn , Mn , Ag..etc.  

Quarterly  

Sediment 

<General item> 
Particle size analysis、Water Content、specific weight、
Fixity solids ,Volatile solids、pH、TN、TP、Total lipid、
Phenols, Total organic Etc. 
<Heavy meatal item> 
Cu , Cd , Pb , Cr , Zn , As  , Hg , Se, Mn , Ag , Al etc. 

Quarterly  

 
Ecology 

Concentrations of heavy metal in phytoplankton, 
zooplankton,, benthos（Cu , Pb , Cd , Zn ,Ni , Cr, Hg , As） 

Quarterly  

Air quality monitoring  Noise monitoring Water quality/Sediment sampling 

 Vessel Speed Reduction 

To reduce air pollution and greenhouse gas 
emissions from ships, the Port of Hualien has been 
actively promoting its Vessel Speed Reduction (VSR) 
Policy and established an automatic identification 
system (AIS) in 2015 to record the speed of 
inbound and outbound ships. With the AIS system, 
the Port of Hualien can receive real-time data to 
monitor the speed of ships that are approaching 
the port’s 20nm radius and notify the ships for 
speed reduction through either text messages or 
port’s broadcasting system. The Port of Hualien 

also makes use of the Port Affairs Meetings and 
Berth Allocation Meetings to promote the VSR 
Policy. 
 
The Port of Hualien VSR Policy requires ships 
within 20nm radius to reduce speed to under 
12knots. This policy began in September 2015, and 
the VSR achievement rate has reached an average 
of 69% by June 2016. 
 

* Results of vessel speed reduction program 

56% 

72% 

68% 

79% 
76% 

73% 

69% 
63% 

70% 
63% 

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Vehicle air pollutants come from vehicle fuel combustion 
or evaporation. Approximately 990,000 vehicles enter and 
leave the Port of Hualien annually. Therefore, the port has 
installed an automatic gate control system at the inbound 
and outbound to save time and fuel. The system reduces 
the passing time of each vehicle by 70 sec (19,000 hours in 
total). Moreover, approximately NTD 2.19 million of fuel 
can be saved. Reduce about 300 tonnes of carbon dioxide 
emissions annual. 

Automatic gate control system  

Improvement Strategy of Air Quality 

Reduce Vehicle Emissions 
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*Hualien Port Environmental Monitoring Program 

The most significant environmental issues 
affecting the Port of Hualien are air pollution, noise 
pollution, and sewage runoff, as well as waste 
management and resource conservation. 
Importantly, these challenges also create the need 
for a strong public relations strategy. To 
understand the environmental changes in the port 
and surrounding areas over the years, the Hualien 
Branch of TIPC launched the Hualien Harbor 
Environmental Quality Monitoring Integration 
Program in 2015. For the program, the 
Environmental Protection Administration (EPA) 
commissioned certain environmental testing 
organizations to gather data on important 
indicators in the area surrounding the port, 
including air quality, noise levels, water quality, 
sediment composition, and biodiversity.  

Environmental monitoring is conducted to 
determine the effects of various pollution sources, 
providing crucial information for environmental 
management and pollution prevention and 
mitigation. 
The harbor close to Hualien City presents potential 
noise generated by vehicular traffic. To monitor this 
traffic, the Hualien Branch of TIPC has set up 
around-the-clock surveillance cameras on the main 
road and along restricted areas, as well as noise 
monitoring stations at Sentry Posts No. 17 and 24. 
The Hualien Branch of TIPC has invited 
environmental professionals and researchers to 
review the project and provide suggestions. As part 
of its ongoing commitment to transparency, TIPC 
publishes its annual environmental monitoring 
report on its website. 

A series of pollution control measures have been 
introduced to improve air quality in the Port. These 
measures include a campaign to reduce vessel 
speeds, a shore-side electric power supply system, 
the use of low-sulfur fuels, and an automatic gate 
control system. To prevent suspended particles 
emissions, the port now requires all operators to 
use dust control meshes, dust suppression 
sprinklers, car washing stations, water lanes, 
enclosed conveyors, and unloading facilities. 

The Port offers its full 
cooperation with other 

*Note: If the fuel consumed during idling is calculated at 6 L per hour and 
one liter of diesel costs NTD 19; for every vehicle passing the sentry post, 
0.1167 liter of gasoline and 304.4g of carbon emissions are saved, which 
considerably decreases environmental pollution and port operators’ idling 
time for accessing the port. 

government agencies at both the local and 
national level – such as Ministry of 
Transportation’s Maritime Port Bureau or the 
Hualien County Environmental Protection Bureau 
(EPB) – especially with regard to pollution 
prevention and auditing measures. The Port also 
collaborates with the EPA in evaluating the efficacy 
of air and marine pollution control programs. 
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Reducing Leakage of Cargo Stevedoring 

Item 2014 2015 

Number of harbor 
inspections 

251 250 

Number of joint safety 
supervision 

50 55 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC takes a number of 
steps to ensure safety on port grounds and 
support its environmental management efforts, 
including: monitoring surveillance cameras placed 
throughout the Port; assigning personnel to 
conduct regular environmental inspections; and 
requiring and enforcing written agreements with 
tenants to observe all environmental laws and 
regulations. 
To control dust emissions and reduce air pollution, 
grab operators shall not open the grabs highly.  

* Inspection and Jointly Supervised Safety Drills 

Shore power system 

Low-sulfur Fuel and Shore Power 

Conveyor operators shall install a cover at the 
output opening. The output opening shall be 
within 1 meter above the upper edge of the truck 
beds. Dust covers should be firmly wrapped and 
fastened to the vehicle, with a margin of at least 15 
cm extending down below the upper edge of the 
carton. In addition to the loading and unloading 
operations anti-blanking separator shall be 
installed to avoid the discharge of contaminated 
waters from entering the basin . 

Environmental inspections Dust-control mesh 

* Emission factor(0.06kg/tonne) :EPA gravel acquisition and processing industry 
suspended particles pollutants Prevention Technical Manual (P9) 

** Dust-proof efficiency40% :Large exposed to suspended particles matter 
emission characteristics and technical feasibility study of control 

Type  Amount of sand  
Amount of  suspended particles 

emissions* 
Amount of  suspended 
particles  controlled ** 

Sand  industries 2,646,000  158.8 63.5 

 Hualien sand site of 
China Steel  

1,510,000 9.1 3.6 

Total  27,970,000 167.9 67.1 

*Dust Control Efficiency of Sand and Gravel 

Automatic watering system 

Dust Reduction 

Tenants 

Sand industry 

Silo 

Enclosed conveyor belt 

Sprinkling system 
with a ground net 

Asia cement 

Taiwan  
Cement 

Asia 
Cement 

CSC 

Kwang-Hua 

Wheel washing system 
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Enclosed  conveyor belt 

Low-sulfur fuel and shore power have been 
comprehensively implemented among harbor 
crafts in the Port of Hualien. All Wharves No. 1–3 
are already equipped with shore power systems for 
harbor crafts.  

In addition, Wharves No. 5–7 have been installed 
with shore power systems along with the 
relocation of the Coast Guard Administration. 
Ships docking at the wharves can turn off their 
diesel engines to reduce carbon emissions.  

All the stevedoring operators in the Port of Hualien 
have installed concealed warehousing and 
conveyor systems. For example, Asia Cement 
Corporation has set up a enclosed conveyor belt at 
Wharves  No.  10 and 18 and a concealed 
warehousing facility at Wharf No. 19. Taiwan 
Cement Corporation has installed a concealed 
fixed conveyor rack at Wharf No. 13 . China Steel 
Corporation has installed a enclosed conveyor belt 
in the rear area of Wharf No. 11. At Wharves No. 17, 
20, 21, and 22, sand industries have installed 
concealed ship lifts, which are effective in abating 
pollution from cargo handling operations.  
To reduce dust generated by the sand and gravel 
storage site and traffic in the port, the Port of 
Hualien has installed mobile anti-dust sprinklers in 

materials and requiring that cargo handled on  
site be moistened by automatic sprinkling and water 
screens. The sand and gravel storage site of the port 
is equipped with its own truck washing facilities. 
Statistics show that approximately 2,646,000 tonnes 
of sand and gravel in total were stacked at the site in 
2015, indicating a decrease of 63.5 tonnes of 
discharged particulate pollutants. In addition, the 
Hualien gravel site of China Steel Corporation 
handles approximately 1,510,000 tonnes of gavel 
every year. A sprinkling system with a ground net is 
used to keep the ground surface moist, and 
approximately 3.6 tonnes of particulate pollutants 
are reduced every  year. 

the sand and gravel storage 
area, regularly sprinkling the  
site to continuously moisten the 

Continuous 
Improvement 

Vehicles covered  with dust-control fabric 

Automatic watering system 

Car washing lane 

*Shore power services at Port of Hualien 

Unit : tonne/year 
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Outer ring road along the northern coast 

Noise Reduction Improvement Strategy Air Quality Monitoring 

*Air quality monitoring results 

*Air quality monitoring station 

Sentry Post 24 

Hualien 
High School 

East Taiwan 
Maritime Affairs 
Center  

Air quality station 

24 hour noise monitoring station 

Noise monitoring sites 
 

Ola Hotel 

Sentry Post 24 

Astar Hotel 

Sentry Post 17 

Noise Monitoring 
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The Port of Hualien is adjacent to Hualien City, 
consequently the noise generated by cargo 
transportation tends to affect the living quality of 
nearby residents. In addition, public grievances 
from neighboring residents about noise pollution 
have been frequent. The Port of Hualien is classified  

into the Regulated Area of Category D, and four 
monitoring stations have been established around 
the port. All results of the Port of Hualien in 2015 
met the noise control standards as well.  

 
 

Air quality monitoring site 

Monitor environmentally sensitive sites 

After the outer ring road along the northern coast 
was built, vehicles change their route to the 
underground road, thus reducing the air and noise 
pollution suffered by communities along the 
northern coast, ensuring the safety of people and 
vehicles, and quality of life of the community.  
In addition, access roads to the Port of Hualien 
have been built to separate port traffic from the 
commuting routes of nearby residents. A green 
belt, railings, bicycle pathway, promenade, and 
jogging trail have been built upon the box-culvert 
road. 
In addition to its extensive, ongoing environmental 
monitoring and management work, the Port is also 
deeply invested in the surrounding community. To 
mitigate the impact of the commercial and 

The air pollution in the Port of Hualien mainly 
derives from vessel, as well as exhaust discharge 
and suspended particles from vehicles used by 
port operators. Long-term scientific environmental 
monitoring data should be established to examine 
and maintain local air quality. The Hualien Branch 
of TIPC monitors air quality to review the 
improvement of pollution reduction. From 2015, 
Hualien has been set up 3 monitoring station at 
Sentry Post 24, Hualien High School, and East 
Taiwan Maritime Affairs Center to monitor items of 
TSP 、 PM10 、 PM2.5 、 SO2 、 NO2 、 CO and O3. It 
shows that all results  are in compliance with air 
quality standards. 

Continuous 
Improvement 
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industrial activity it generates, 
the Port has constructed an 
11-acre green belt between it 
and the neighboring residential community. This 
green belt serves as a noise barrier and, more 
importantly, as a green buffer zone between the 
Port and the local residents. 
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* Water quality monitoring results 

Resource Conservation 

Outbound vehicle cleaning 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC  quarterly monitors 
effluents, marine water quality, and sediment. In 
accordance with the "Port Area Pollution 
Prevention and Reduction plan," monitoring 
reports are sent to the EPA every six months. 

There are a total of 3 sampling sites in 2015. The 
result shows that all pH, dissolved oxygen, 
suspended solids and biochemical oxygen demand, 
monitoring data in each station are in compliance 
with Category B marine environment quality 
standards. 

Water Quality Monitoring Solid Waste 

In the Port of Hualien, the amount of waste 
produced on land in 2014 was 96.7 tonnes, with 
approximately 7.41 tonnes recycled (7.66%); the 
amount of waste produced in 2015 was 119.54 
tonnes, among which 5.2 tonnes were recycled 
(4.35%).  

The recycle rate among cruises sailing on 
international routes were 68% and 69% in 2014 
and 2015. 

Water Quality Improvement Strategy 

 
 

Sea water quality measuring points Breakwater Head 

Innerport turning basin 

Runoff wastewater treatment facilities 

Outerport turning basin 

* Locations of water quality monitoring sites and runoff wastewater interception and treatment system 
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Garbage from ships 

Water in the port may be contaminated by ship 
discharge or upstream municipal pollutants. The 
Hualien Branch of TIPC will continue to abide the 
Hualien EPB’s wastewater policy and discharge its 
municipal wastewater to the public sewage system . 
In accordance with the EPA’s Port Pollution 
Prevention and Reduction Measures, the Hualien 
Branch of TIPC has planned to build a runoff 
wastewater interception and treatment system to 
reduce runoff wastewater-induced pollution during 
rain gusts. In 2015, the Branch completed the 
runoff wastewater collection system at Wharf No. 
25 in the outer harbor. The system can treat 500 
CMD of water and reduce 90% of suspended solids. 
Another runoff collection  system is scheduled to 
be built at Wharves No. 23 and 24 in 2016. 

During oil unloading operations, ships in the Port 
of Hualien are required to place oil booms around 
them to effectively prevent oil leaks and pollution 
caused by operational accidents. The Port of 
Hualien has not experienced any vessel fuel leaks in 
the past 3 years, and the water in the port has been 
maintained clean. 
The Hualien Branch of TIPC regularly organizes 
marine pollution emergency response drills every 
year, continuously promotes the commissioning of 
wastewater and sewage treatment, and improves 
the control over ship waste disposal and the 
treatment of waste oil and sewage . The 
management of all ship waste, waste oil in the port 
is commissioned to qualified service providers. 

Taiwan has scarce water resources. The Hualien 
Branch of TIPC adjacent to the Meilun Mountain is 
favorable for collecting and filtering surface runoff 
because it is low-lying and has gravel at the surface 
layer and mudstone at the bottom layer. According 
to the concept of water resource banks, the Branch 
built 12 water storage facilities in the port to 
provide nondomestic water in replacement of tap 
water for flushing toilets in the administrative 
building, greening, containing dust at the sand and 
gravel storage site, and washing vehicles. 。 
The surface water recycling and reuse system can 
save approximately 600,000 tonnes of water per 
year. Surface water is collected according to the 

concept of “Taking resources 
from the nature, using them 
with environmental protection  
concerns, and returning them to the nature” to 
protect and conserve water resources. 
Plans are also currently underway for the Hualien 
Branch of TIPC to establish an EPA-certified eco-
learning center, where local university students 
and staff may volunteer as guides to educate the 
public about the importance of their role 
environmental stewardship and water 
conservation. 

* Solid waste disposal (2015) 

Continuous 
Improvement 
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Item  
Emission factor 

(kgCO2e) 

2007 2014 2015 
Saving 
carbon 

emissions 

Savings 
ratio The actual 

amount 

carbon 
emission 

(kg) 

The actual 
amount 

carbon 
emission 

(kg) 

The actual 
amount 

carbon 
emission 

(kg) 

Electricity 
consumption 

(kWh) 
0.528 

2015 
National 

electricity 
emission 
factors 

674,300 356,030 483,840 255,468 488,320 257,833 98,197  27.6% 

Water 
consumption 

(m3) 
0.155 

2014 
Taiwan 
Water 

Supply Co. 

1,104 171.1 797 123.5 920 142.6 29  16.7% 

Fuel 
consumption 

(Liter) 
2.36 

2015 
EPA 

5,859 13,827 3,204 7,561 2,779 6,558 7,269 52.6% 

Paper 
consumption 

(Sheet) 
0.0056 

Paper Star 
A4 

633,500 3,548 455,000 5 433,500 2,428 1,120  31.6% 

total -  373,576   263,158 -  266,962 106,615 28.5% 

04/ 

*Carbon Footprint of Resource Consumption at the Port of Hualien 

*Arbor area ratio:0.1256m2/plant X 5806 plant/46000m2 X 100% =1.59% 
**Reducing the amount of carbon=600kg-CO2/m2 X 46000m2X1.59% 
 Source : Arbor green space beautification calculated estimate of Architecture and Building Research Institute  

*Estimates of Carbon Abatement from Port Landscaping 

Planting area Total tree planted 
Shaded area per 

arbor tree 
Ratio of arbor tree* Carbon reduction** 

46,000m2 5,806 plants 0.1256m2/plant 1.59% 437,460kg-CO2e/yr 

Visiting port facilities 

Public discussion Introducing port development 

Reduction Garbage/ Port Waste Relationship with Local Community 

Port Landscaping 
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The Port of Hualien is adjacent to the Meilun 
community. A 4.6-ha leisure park was established 
between the port and the community as a green 
belt to prevent dust, noise, and wind.  

Mean while, the park also creates a positive image 
for the port for providing recreational space. This 
project is estimated to reduce 437 tonnes of 
carbon emission annually. 

Bicycle lane Port green landscape 

To conserve energy and reduce carbon emissions, 
the Hualien Branch of TIPC has launched the Four-
Saving Project to monitor the energy, water, oil, 
and paper consumed by offices and operating 
areas, examine and improve the use of resources, 
and increase the ratio of conservation annually.  

Compared with 2007, the year the project was 
launched, the total consumption in 2015 was 
reduced by 28.5%, which was equivalent to 
106,615 kg of carbon emissions. 

As part of the public relations strategy mentioned 
above, the Hualien Branch of TIPC recently held an 
event to share its past, present, and future with local 
residents and the community at large – most 
notably, its ongoing development and EcoPorts 
certification. Local leaders at all levels, from 
individual neighborhoods on up to county 
governments, were invited to attend. The event 
featured a multimedia presentation, a brief of the 

EcoPorts application, admission 
to the Port’s  historical 
museum, and a guided tour of  

the Port to better understand TCIP’s efforts to 
improve the quality of the surrounding environment. 
Participants completed a questionnaire to share 
their insights and feedback; TCIP is pleased to 
report that 97.8% of participants expressed 
satisfaction with the event. 

Continuous 
Improvement 
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Significant 

environmental 

issues  of the 

Hualien Port 

Index item Calculation method Index target 

                                   Description of calculation 

2014 2015 

Air Quality 

Number of 

prevention 

stevedoring and 

stacking devices 

Number of prevention stevedoring and stacking devices 
Review number and worth use of 

prevention devices every 2 years 

• 4 stevedoring machines with 

prevention 

• 3 stevedoring machines with 

closed devices 

• 2 stevedoring machines with 

dust-collecting devices 

• 4 stevedoring machines with prevention 

• 3 stevedoring machines with closed devices 

• 2 stevedoring machines with dust-collecting 

devices 

Air quality pass 

rate(PM10、PM2.5、

SO2、NO2、CO) 

The ratio of the measurements in the air quality monitoring station of the port that meet 

the “Air Quality Standards” 

• PM10 of the daily mean measurements 

satisfy the standard (<125μg ／m3): 

100%  

• PM2.5 of the daily mean measurements 

satisfy the standard (<35μg ／m3): 60%  

• SO2 of the daily mean measurements 

satisfy the standard: 100%  

• NO2 of the daily mean measurements 

satisfy the standard: 100%  

• CO  of the daily mean measurements 

satisfy the standard: 100% 

• O3 of the hourly mean measurements 

satisfy the standard: 100% 

No monitoring data 

• PM10 of the daily mean measurements satisfy the 

standard (<125μg ／m3): 100%  

• PM2.5 of the daily mean measurements satisfy the 

standard (<35μg ／m3): 60%  

• SO2 of the daily mean measurements satisfy the 

standard: 100%  

• NO2 of the daily mean measurements satisfy the 

standard: 100%  

• CO  of the daily mean measurements satisfy the 

standard: 100% 

• O3 of the hourly mean measurements satisfy the 

standard: 100% 

Noise 

Quarterly ratio of 

noise levels 

satisfying related 

regulations 

Daily ratio of noise levels (measured at the noise monitoring station in the port) that 

satisfy related regulations. The port is classified into the Regulated Areas of Category D in 

General Area Noise Control Criteria: 

Detailed regulations: 

75 dB during the day (7 am–8 pm); 70 dB during the evening (8–11 pm); 65 dB during the 

night (11 pm to 7 am of the following day) 

• Daytime equivalent energy sound levels: 

quarterly achievement rate of 100%  

• Evening Leq: quarterly achievement rate 

of 100% 

• Nighttime Leq: quarterly achievement 

rate of 100% 

No monitoring data 

• Daytime Leq 100% 

• Evening Leq 100% 

• Nighttime Leq 100% 

Vehicle exhaust 

gas emissions 

Promotion of a 

comprehensive use 

of the Automatic 

Gate Control System 

among shipping 

lines 

• The ratio of incoming and outgoing roadways installed with an automatic gate control 

system 
 

• Built gates of incoming & outgoing 

roadway  are automated. 

• Number of passes：200/yr 

• The ratio of incoming 

roadways installed with an 

automatic gate control system: 

3 ÷ 4 × 100% =75% 

• The ratio of outgoing 

roadways installed with an 

automatic gate control system: 

3 ÷ 4 × 100% =75% 

• Number of passes: 234 

• The ratio of incoming roadways installed with an 

automatic gate control system: 3 ÷ 4 × 100% 

=75% 

• The ratio of outgoing roadways installed with an 

automatic gate control system: 3 ÷ 4 × 100% 

=75% 

• Number of passes: 638 

Ship exhaust gas 

emissions  

The ratio of using 

low-pollution fuel or 

biodiesel and the 

consumption of low-

sulfur fuel among 

harbor crafts 

• Number of harbor crafts using low-sulfur fuel (marine diesel oil or super diesel) ÷ Total 

number of harbor crafts × 100%  

• Consumption of low-sulfur fuel among harbor crafts 

 

The ratio of using low-sulfur fuel or 

biodiesel reaches 100% among harbor 

crafts 

 Among the 5 harbor crafts, 5 

use low-sulfer fuel. 

 Low-sulfer fuel for work 

vessels: Consumption of 

marine gas oil: 378.37 KL 

• Among the 5 harbor crafts, 5 use low-sulfur fuel. 

• Low-sulfur  fuel for work vessels: Consumption of 

marine gas oil: 293.77 KL 

Vessel  speed 

reduction system 

• At least 1,000 test messages are sent annually to inform and encourage incoming and 

outgoing ships to reduce speed. 
 

At least 1,000 test messages are sent 

annually to inform and encourage 

incoming and outgoing ships to reduce 

speed. 

More than 1,000 test messages 

are sent annually to inform and 

encourage incoming and 

outgoing ships to reduce speed. 

More than 1,000 test messages are sent annually to 

inform and encourage incoming and outgoing 

ships to reduce speed. 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC promotes vessel speed reduction among incoming and 

outgoing ships. The program was launched in September 2015, and the average ratio 

of vessel speed reduction has reached 69% by June 2016. And it is expected to reach in 

2016 Hualien deceleration target rate of 50% in 2017 to 60%. 

Environmental Performance Indicators of Hualien Port 
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Continuous 
Improvement 
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Significant 

environmental 

issues  of the 

Hualien Port 

Index item Calculation method Index target 

Description of calculation 

2014 2015 

Water resource 

reuse 
Number of saving water usage The ratio of saving water usage The ratio of saving water usage is 98% 

The ratio of saving water usage is 

98.44% 
The ratio of saving water usage is 98.44% 

Cargo spillage 

Number of harbor inspections , cargo spillage 

emergency response drills , and jointly supervised 

harbor safety drills 

Number of harbor inspections , cargo spillage 

emergency response drills , and jointly supervised 

harbor safety drills 

• 200 harbor inspections 

• At least one cargo spillage emergency 

response drill per year 

• At least 12 jointly supervised harbor 

safety drills per year 

• 251 harbor inspections 

• One cargo spillage emergency 

response drill  

• 12 jointly supervised harbor safety 

drills 

• 250 harbor inspections 

• One cargo spillage emergency response 

drill  

• 12 jointly supervised harbor safety drills 

Harbor Water 

Quality 

Marine water quality pass rate 

(pH, DO, BOD5,  cyanide, phenols, mineral oils) 

The ratio of port water quality measurements 

(obtained at the water quality monitoring station 

in the port) satisfying the Marine Environment 

Classification and Quality Criteria 

Marine water quality: 100% of the 

quarterly pH, DO, BOD5,  cyanide, 

phenols, mineral and oils  measurements 

satisfy the criteria. 

No monitoring data 

Marine water quality criteria for Category B  

pH 100% 

DO 100% 

BOD5 100% 

Cyanide 100% 

Phenols 100% 

mineral oils 100% 

Ratio of certified operators requiring monitoring or 

operators that own wastewater (sewage) treatment 

equipment permitted for use in a harbor under the 

Water Pollution Control Act 

Number of certified operators requiring monitoring or 

operators that own wastewater (sewage) treatment 

equipment permitted for use in a harbor under the 

Water Pollution Control Act ÷ total number of 

operators requiring monitoring for generating 

wastewater (sewage) in the harbor × 100% 

Ratio of certified operators 

requiring monitoring or operators that 

own wastewater (sewage) treatment 

equipment permitted for use under the 

Water Pollution Control Act: 100% 

6 ÷6×100%  =100 % 

• Number of operators that own 

wastewater (sewage) treatment 

equipment: 6  

• Number of operators within the 

harbor that generate wastewater 

(sewage): 6 

6 ÷6×100%  =100 % 

• Number of operators that own wastewater 

(sewage) treatment equipment: 6  

• Number of operators within the harbor 

that generate wastewater (sewage): 6 

Relationship with 

Local 

Communities 

Number of activities and participants Calculate the actual number of occurrence 
• Number of activities and events 

• Number of participants 

• 16 activities held 

• Total of 165 people participated 

• 25 activities held 

• Total of 225 people participated 

Ship bunkering 
• Deployment oil booms of ship  bunkering 

• The amount of cleaning ship oily wastewater  

• Cable laying oil stopped frequency / number of 

refueling 

• The amount of cleaning ship oily wastewater  

 

• Deployment oil booms of ship  

Bunkering is 100% 

• The amount of ship wastewater is 50 

tonnes 

• Deployment oil booms of ship  

Bunkering is 100% 

• The amount of cleaning ship oily 

wastewater is 22.6 tonnes 

• Deployment oil booms of ship  Bunkering 

is 100% 

• The amount of cleaning ship oily 

wastewater is 88.4 tonnes 

Port and harbor 

waste 

General waste removed and recycling rate in the 

harbor land area 

• General waste removed from the harbor land 

area 

• General waste recycling rate in the harbor land 

area 

3% general waste recycling rate in the 

harbor land area based on general waste 

removed 

• General waste removed from the 

harbor land area; 96.7 ton 

• General waste recycling rate in the 

harbor land area: 7.41/ 96.7 = 7.66% 

• Cruises sailing on international 

routes is 68% 

• General waste removed from the harbor 

land area; 119.54 ton 

• General waste recycling rate in the harbor 

land area: 5.2/ 119.54 =4.35% 

• Cruises sailing on international routes is 

69% 

Environmental Performance Indicators of Hualien Port 
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Port Emergency Notification and Drills 

*Records of Joint Drills (2014–2015) by the Hualien Branch of TIPC 

Year  Name of drill content date 

2014 
2014 Drill of International Ship and 
Port Facility Security and disaster 
prevention at Hualien Port 

• Disease response for international cruise 
passengers 

• Raising of port security level 
• Response to random killings at the 

passenger clearance service station  
• Explosives control  
• Fire incidents 

2014/08/21 

2015 

2015 Security Prevention Drill of the 
First class of National Critical 
Infrastructure and International Ship 
and Port Facility Security and 
disaster prevention at Hualien Port 

• Raising port security level 
• Response to bioterror attacks 
• Border management at the clearance 

service station 
• Facility backup and response to random 

killings 
• Destruction and disaster Prevention (e.g. 

explosives, fires) 

2015/09/24 

*Number of Accidents in Hualien Port 

Accidents\Year 2014 2015 

Ship collision, sinking, capsizing, fires, oil pollution, and leaks of other chemicals. 0 0 

Ship mechanical failure, operational failure, tilting, and stranding 0 0 

Major warehouse and storage tank fires or explosions 0 0 

Minor pollution, fires, and chemical leaks in the port 0 0 

Man overboard, industrial safety accidents, flotsam, and others 3 1 

Drill of international ship and port facility 
security and disaster prevention 

Typhoon Disaster Preparedness and Post-disaster Clean-up Work 

05/ 

Hualien is frequently hit by typhoons. The Hualien 
Branch of TIPC run port facility daily check and 
generally examines and implements preparedness 
of the drainage system before typhoon season. As 
soon as a sea alert for a typhoon is declared, the 
emergency response center will be set up to run 
promptly to respond to any incident . After the 
alert is lifted, the port roads and surroundings will 
be cleaned at soonest possible time. In addition, 
because Hualien port is close to Mei-Lun and  

A class protective clothing Oil boom on the dock Deploying oil boom 

Garbage piled up after typhoon Water surface after clean-up 
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Because of Hualien port’s geographical position, 
its land and sea areas are exposed to various 
disasters such as earthquake, wind storms, floods, 
tsunami, general shipwrecks, marine oil pollution, 
air pollution, leaks of toxic and nontoxic materials, 
severe traffic events and industrial safety accidents, 
etc. We have stipulated 21 notification and 
response procedures to mitigate the impact, 
ensuring the emergency events can be informed 
and response in the fastest time.  Meanwhile, we 
cooperate with harbor police and harbor fire 
brigade for periodical drills to practice and 
improve emergency operation skills. 
 
As far as the port pollution and disaster events are 
concerned, general public, ship owners or port 
business units can liaise with Hualien Branch of 
TIPC via our communication channels or mail box. 

Every year, Hualien Branch of TIPC works with EPA 
of Hualien County Government for non-
prewarning drill of pollution and chemicals and 
other hazardous substances spill response . This 
drill includes preventing the spill from reaching 
shore, removing spilled oil from the water and 
clean-up residual oil from sea surface, event 
investigation and pollution claim, etc. 
 
In all cases, the Hualien Branch of TIPC tries to 
cooperate and work closely with all parties 
involved in an incident and ensure the cross-
department emergency response center can be set 
up promptly and run smoothly. In case the event 
arises, prompt notifications , and appropriate 
emergency measures are taken to mitigate the 
impact on the environment and minimize loss. 

Clean-up 

Hualien rivers, a typhoon brings great volumes of 
trash to the port which includes floating logs which 
might block the navigational channel and 
endangers to the vessel’s safety.  Removing 
floating logs are the first priority to ensure the 
navigational safety and the floating logs will be 
removed subject to the Log and Driftwood 
Removal Guidelines of Forestry Bureau, Council of 
Agriculture. 

Security prevention drill of the first class of 
national critical infrastructure 

Emergency 
Response 
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Innovation 
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The best practices proposed by the Hualien Branch 
of TIPC indicate the organization’s ability to 
manage port environment. Hualien Port’s best 
practice examples  includes (1)Water Resources 
Bank in Hualien Port; (2)Construction of box culvert 
outer ring road; (3)Combination of railways and 
maritime transportation. 
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06/ Best practice  I、 Water Resources Bank in Hualien Port 

Contact 
Port of Hualien 
Occupational Safety Division 
Contact Person: Mr. Chang, KuoHsien 
Phone: 03-8325131 ext.  2005 
Fax: 03-8343700 
E-mail: kschang@twport.com.tw  
Website: http://hl.twport.com.tw/chinese/cp.aspx?n=1B5DD66AAC4D0AF0 

Content 

Environmental Issues 

Participants 

Stakeholders 

Investment amount 

Effect/Benefits 

To fully utilize water resource at the Port of Hualien, 
water collected using gravity and terrain height 
difference. Collected water used for landscaping, 
toilet use, dust suppression sprinklers, and spray at 
car wash facilities. 
Changes of climate and topography in recent years 
have decreased the inflow of surface water by 
about 60%. Water demand from the port’s sand 
industries are high. During peak hour, the water 
supply from rainwater banks cannot meet the 
demand. Therefore, there is a need to increase 
rainwater bank’s storage capacity to meet the 
demand for secondary water use. 

To enhance the efficiency of water use, a dual-loop 
water supply system between the inner and outer 
harbors has been established to effectively allocate 
and stabilize water supply. In addition, the use of 
secondary water is extended to replace tap water. 
For example, secondary water is used to cool 
building roofs, replace the water in AC chillers, 
support facilities of the newly built passenger 
terminal, maintain shipyards, clean harbor crafts, 
and prevent dust generated during stevedoring. 

• Overall, the supply of secondary water increases by 
approximately 76%, and tap water is conserved by 
approximately 98.44%. Approximately 600 ,000 tonnes 
of water are conserved annually, which are equivalent to 
reducing 93 tonnes of carbon emissions annually.  

• The use of secondary water in replacement of tap water 
is extended to include cooling building roofs, replacing 
the water of AC chillers, supporting facilities of the 
newly built passenger terminal, maintaining shipyards, 
cleaning harbor crafts, and preventing dust during 
stevedoring. 

• This project won the first prize of the Innovative 
Application Award from the Executive Yuan. The Hualien 
Branch of TIPC also plans to build a new green corridor 
for water resources banks in the outer harbor, and apply 
for becoming an environmental education facility. By 
doing so, the Branch aims to combine the ecological belt 
and water channels of the Port of Hualien, integrating 
environmental education conducted in the outer harbor 
with recreation provided by the inner harbor to 
effectively achieve environmental sustainability and 
tourism marketing. 

Water quality ,Dust ,Rainwater 
treatment 

Hualien Branch of TIPC, Sand industries 

Total investment ：4,500,000 NTD 

Sand industries, Stevedoring 
companies, Warehouse operators, 
Local residents 

Innovative 
items 

Innovative Practices 

Outer 
Port 

Gravity-based 
diversion for 
increasing 
water sources 

Use altitude difference and gravity to 
divert water into the newly built Water 
Bank No. 6 (capacity = 50 CMD). 

Capillary water 
pipes for 
diverting and 
increasing 
water sources 

Embed capillary drainage pipes instead 
in the original water collecting holes to 
increase water collection. The amount 
of water collected in the newly built 
water piggy bank is estimated to reach 
50 CMD 

Cutoff for 
reducing loss of 

water 

Collect water from sewer outfalls and 
divert water from check dams directly 
to Water Bank No. 6. 

To accelerate water collection, water 
collected from terraced slopes and 
ditches is diverted directly to Water 
Bank No. 5 (300 m3). 

Inner 
Port 

Newly built 
Water Bank No. 
10-1 

Use two 5HP submersible pumps to 
build six stainless steel horizontal water 
tanks (each with a volume of 
approximately 5 m3) 

Pipeline 

Water resources banks 
collection system 

Use 
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*Added Innovative Practices 

Innovation 
and 
Cooperation  

Implementation/Timeline 

July 
 2015 

Survey on the water demand of 
tenants 

October 
 2015 

Improving and extending 
Pipelines of Water Resources 
Bank 

December 
2015 

Completing a dual-loop water 
supply system between the 
inner and outer harbors of 
Water Resources Bank 

The gravel and mudstone on the surface are favorable for filtering water 
and surface runoff. 

Landscape maintaining 
Building cooling or toilets 
flushing 
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Pre-construction After construction 
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Natural lighting inside culverts  

Light cover designed as the 
pedestrian island 

Best practice  II、 Construction of box culvert outer ring road 

Environmental Issues 

Stakeholders 

Investment amount 

Relationship with Local Communities , Noise , 
Land Related Port Development 

Total investment ：287,500,000 NTD 

Nearby residents ,Port industry 

Contact 
Port of Hualien 
Harbor Construction & Equipment Division 
Contact Person: Mr. Cheng, ChingWen 
Phone: 03-8325131 ext. 2402 
Fax: 03-8340995 
E-mail: felix@twport.com.tw  
Website: http://hl.twport.com.tw/chinese/cp.aspx?n=D438A3FF4B18B225 
http://www.thb.gov.tw/sites/ch/modules/orgunit/orgunit_list?node=312e841b-4953-4f9a-
90ca-218bc907c052&c=1 

Participants 

Implementation/Timeline 

Effect/Benefits 

• Create an image of green port landscapes to 
improve public access to the port, and provide 
nearby residents with a spot for participating in 
leisure activities.  

• Enhance the southward transportation efficiency 
of the Port of Hualien, and solve the problems of 
noise, air pollution, and traffic safety caused by 
sand and gravel trucks traveling through the 
northern coast.  

• Improve the quality of life in the northern coast, 
and facilitate the development and tourism of 

the surrounding regions after road completion. 

Hualien Branch of TIPC , Ministry of Transportation 
Highway Administration, Hualien City Government 

Content 

* Sectional view of the box culvert 

*Sectional view of the seawall on the 
northern coast 

The Port of Hualien is adjacent to the community 
in Hualien City, and consequently its residents 
have long suffered air and noise pollution caused 
by trucks transporting sand and gravel. To reduce 
this impact on nearby communities, the Hualien 
Branch of TIPC commissions the Directorate 
General of Highways of the MOTC to implement 
road underground projects, build green belts (or 
buffer zones), and set up leisure facilities between 
the port and the community. 
To improve the southward transportation 
efficiency of the Port of Hualien and solve the 
problems of noise, air pollution, and traffic safety 
related to sand and gravel trucks traveling through 
the northern coast, the Hualien Branch of TIPC 
commissioned the Fourth Maintenance Office of 
the Directorate General of Highways to conduct 
the Norther Coast Outer Ring Road Construction 
Project. In addition, Hualien County Government 
assisted with the improvement of County Road No. 
193 connecting the north and south ends of the 
road. After the review and approval by 
government, the outer ring road is open to traffic 
after the collaboration among various agencies 
and departments, benefiting local traffic safety and 
recreational development. 

The 1,060-m road project builds culvert pathway 
along the external side of the sea wall, and 
connects with Haibin Street beside the outfall of 
Ziyou Street. The surface section is 165 m in length, 
and the approach lane on the norther end is 130 m 
in length. In addition, the two-way culvert section 
is 765 m in length and 9.5 m in width. On the top of 
the box-culvert section and the reclaimed area 
between sea walls, diverse facilities such as a green 
belt (or buffer zone), railings, bicycle pathway, 
promenade, and jogging trail have been built for 
both recreational and beautification purposes. 

2009 Starting new construction of outer ring road 

2010 Building new construction of outer ring road 

2011 Completing new construction of outer ring road 

            guide segment 

            Culvert (park) 
            Culvert (seawall) 

            road  

starting point 
0K+000 

Beibin Park 

Hualien High School 

Bebin Primary School  

0K+030 

0K+170 

0K+395 0K+935 

terminal point 
1K+060 

 
Royalton 
 River 

Innovation 
 and 
Cooperation  
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China Steel Corporation (CSC) acquires limestone 
from the Heren Quarry at Sioulin Township, 
Hualien County. The company transports 
limestone to the Port of Hualien via Suhua 
Highway and transfers the cargo through shipping 
to Kaohsiung to aid steelmaking combustion. 
China Steel Corporation consumes approximately 
1.51 million tonnes of limestone annually. The 
number of vehicle runs every day between Heren 
and the Port of Hualien is approximately 352.  
Suhua Highway is a transportation artery in Eastern 
Taiwan, and the section from Hualien harbor to 
Heren is approximately 40 km. China Steel 
Corporation’s annual number of vehicle runs for 
transporting limestone is approximately 120,000. 
This load of freight traffic is extremely heavy for 
the southern section of Suhua Highway, 
accounting for approximately 70% of the total 
traffic. To improve the environmental impact and 
use of Suhua Highway, CSC plans to transport 
limestone from Heren to Hualien by railways 
instead. 

In compliance with the ideals of Suhua Highway 
improvement and national land sustainable 
development promoted by the Ministry of 
Transportation and Communications, the Port of 
Hualien provides land and China Steel Corporation 
builds transportation facilities to develop railway–
shipping compound transportation. 
CSC uses railways instead of highways to transport 
limestone, and places rails and install automated 
devices according to the semaphore stations of the 
Taiwan Railways Administration. In addition, the 
company invests to improve transportation 
facilities, including several railway projects and 
newly designed special train platforms. The 
operational efficiency of these facilities is excellent. 
After their completion, every train can transport 
680 tonnes of stones. The shift from highway to 
railway transportation not only improves Heren–
Hualien highway traffic but also reduces pollution 
substantially. 

06/ 

Site preparation works 
Newly designed specific 
train platform 

*Investment to Improve Transportation List 
(Unit : thousand NTD) 

 

Newly designed special 
containers and container-
specific front loaders 

Items Cost 

Land grading, drainage, rail, 
lighting, and sprinkling 

152,300  

Container flat cars and spare 
parts 

246,500  

Container design and 
manufacture 

44,700  

Setup of a computer network at 
the receiving bay 

4,500 

Total 448,000 

Stone material transport 
by train 

Content 

Container 
 yards 

#11Dock 
(CSC) 

railway 
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Best practice  III、 Combination of railways and maritime  
transportation  

Contact 
Port of Hualien 
China Steel Corporation Hualien stone storage 
Contact Person: Mr. Chang, FuHsiang  
Phone: 03-8228645 
Fax: 03-8232937 
E-mail: 133645@mail.csc.com.tw  
Website: http://www.csc.com.tw/csc/hr/e/hr-2014.pdf 

Environmental Issues 

Stakeholders 

Investment amount  

Air quality，Relationship with Local Communities 

Total investment amount： 448,000,000 NTD 

Residents in nearby areas 

Participants 

Implementation/Timeline 

Effect/Benefits 

• The shift from highway to railway transportation 
reduces suspended particles , conserves energy, 
and reduces carbon emissions. 

• This project effectively relieves the freight traffic 
in the mountain section of Suhua road, improves 
the service quality of the highway, and reduces 
approximately 1,458 tonnes of carbon emissions.  

• Reduce 120,000 vehicle runs annual, enhance the 
living standards of residents in the vicinity of the 
road, improve air quality, reduce noise pollution, 
reduce road load and enhance road safety . 

China Steel Corporation Hualien stone storage, 
Railways Administration , Hualien Branch of TIPC 

Stacking containers Transporting  limestone 

Heren  station 

Transiting containers 

February 
2011 

Investment planning of stone 
railways transportation 

March-June 
2011 

Land grading and building stone 
railways transportation 

July 2011 Completing stone railways 
transportation 

Innovation 
and 
Cooperation  
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Academic institution 

National Sun Yat-sen  
University 

NSYU signs a memorandum 
of cooperation with the TIPC 
to cooperate in terms of 
personnel training, student 
internships, and the 
management of seminars 
and lectures. 

Association 

Cooperation 

The Taiwan Marble 
Association 

Association 
of Taiwan Port 

Asia Cement 
Corporation 

China Steel 
Corporation 

(CSC) 

Taiwan Cement 
Corporation 

National Cheng Kung 
University 

National Taiwan Ocean 
University 

East Maritime Affairs 
Center of MPB, MOTC 

Environmental Protection 
Bureau of Hualien County 

Hualien City Office 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC 
and the Hualien City Office 
jointly organize EcoPorts 
promotion activities. 

National Taiwan Ocean 
University and the TIPC signed a 
MOU for studying marine 
meteorology and sediments of 
drift sand from the ocean, working 
together to further the 
international ports, academic 
development, international 
competitiveness, and shipping 
quality of Taiwan. 

The East Maritime Affairs Center of 
the MPB under the MOTC is in 
charge of the affairs related to 
port security, disaster relief, and 
pollution control in the Port of 
Hualien, as well as the 
implementation of laws and 
regulations, gathering of evidence, 
and penalty consideration 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC 
cooperates with the 
Environmental Protection 
Bureau of Hualien County to 
conduct unscheduled joint 
inspections and marine 
pollution prevention drills in 
the port. 

National Cheng Kung 
University and the TIPC signed 
a memorandum of cooperation 
for personnel training and 
development of the Port. 
Working together to further 
the international ports 
and    competitiveness. 

The industrial, official, and 
academic knowledge platforms in 
Taiwan are integrated for domestic 
marine industries to coordinate 
internally and collaborate externally 
to implement affiliate marketing, 
call for investment, seek 
membership of international 
organizations, host crucial 
conferences, and facilitate cross-
strait cooperation. 

Public sector 

06/ 

An automatic material 
transporting device has 
been installed in Wharf 
No. 10 & 18 in the Port of 
Hualien. 

An automatic material 
transporting device has been 
installed in Wharf No. 11 in the 
Port of Hualien. 

An automatic material 
transporting device has been 
installed at Wharf No.11 in the 
Port of Hualien. In addition, the 
Hualien Branch of TIPC provided 
land for the CSC to invest in 
improving related transportation 
equipment, changing the means 
of gravel transportation in 
Hualien from highways to 
railways. 

The Taiwan Marble 
Association regularly 
assign representatives 
to participate in the 
association congress. 

The IAPH is a NGO with a 
tremendous influence on global 
port authorities, IAPH also 
provide the advisory to the main 
bodies of UN (eg. ECOSOC, IMO , 
UNCTAD , UNEP , ILO, WCO). The 
IAPH holds biennial conferences 
alternately in America, Asian 
Pacific, and European and African 
regions.  

The International Association of 
Ports and Harbors (IAPH) 

Involvement and  Collaborating Organizations 
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The Hualien Branch of TIPC has been very active 
in collaborating with the private sector, public 
sector and academia in Taiwan and abroad on 
issues related to the environment. In addition to 
understanding environmental development 
 

trends in the international arena, the Port of 
Hualien also works to achieve the goal of 
becoming a sustainable green port through 
technological cooperation, joint inspection,  
lecture and practice. 

Innovation 
and 
Cooperation  
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Training 
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Marine pollution equipment exercises regularly Oil boom of usage training Environmental education and training for 
New staff 

Meeting for improving the control over 
wood chip handling pollution 

Promote related measures to port operators 
and conduct interviews with them 

Pollution control improvement meeting for 
the Stevedoring Companies in the Port of 
Hualien 

Training 
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Mountain clean-up activities Beach clean-up activities 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC provides its staff with  
suitable environmental education training programs 
according to Environmental Education Act. These 
programs not only develop trainee’s environ-
mental awareness and environmental protection 
knowledge, but also improve the Branch’s 
competitiveness. The Branch has organized eight 
and four environmental education courses for its 
employees in 2014 and 2015, respectively. The 
curriculum consisted of video watching, practicing, 
experiential learning, outdoor learning, lectures, 
and other activities. The contents included disaster 
prevention and relief, nature conservation,  

environmental and resource management, and 
environmental education for schools and society. 
 
There are oil containment devices such as oil booms, 
oil skimmers, and oil sorbents are prepared and 
installed according to the major marine oil pollution 
emergency response plan devised by the Branch. 
The Hualien Branch of TIPC annually maintains and 
checks equipment and devices required in 
emergency responses to ensure their normal 
functioning. The training and on-site practice for 
operating oil pollution response equipment are 
offered. 

Internally, the Port of Hualien holds 
environmental meetings on a regular basis to 
improve the quality of its services and its success 
in mitigating pollution. The focus of the meetings 
changes each year according to the needs of the 
different industries that comprise the Port’s 
traffic – including the sand-and-gravel industry, 
cargo shipping, and construction. At these 
meetings, the Port of Hualien uses constructive 
dialogue to clarify environmental regulation and 
resolve issues of non-compliance, creating win-
win outcomes. 
To further facilitate on-site environmental 
compliance inspections, the Hualien Branch of 

Training TIPC attends training sessions 
held by various agencies, 
including the EPA, the EPB,  

the Environmental Professional Training Institute, 
the Ministry of Transportation’s Harbor and 
Marine Technology Center, the National Sun Yat-
sen University, and TIPC Headquarters. Currently, 
the Occupation and Safety Division holds several 
professional licenses, including a Visual Assessment 
of Smoke License, a Dedicated Air Pollution Control 
Specialist Class A License, a Dedicated Wastewater 
and Sewage Treatment Specialists Class A License, 
and more. 



08/ 

Communication 
&  

Publication 
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Hualien Harbor Brochure 

08/ 

Exhibit Space 

Report of environmental 
monitoring TIPC 

Publications about service measures 

Videos for marketing the port 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jH0
yjS0G3I&feature=player_embedded) 
 
The public can watch the port marketing video 
“Ports in Taiwan” to experience the features 
of each port through real scenes. 

Green port action plan of TIPC Web 
(http://www.twport.com.tw/GP/) 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC World Wide Web 
- (http://hl.twport.com.tw/chinese/) 

Facebook fan page 
(https://www.facebook.com/hualientwpo
rt) 
 
Each units of the port occasionally release 
news about public calls for investment, cruise 
schedules, and promotion activities for the 
public to know the business of the Hualien 
Branch of TIPC. 

「History of Hualien」，Introduce the past 
development and future prospects of the 
Port of Hualien, as well as major events in 

TIPC presented outcome of Green port in the 
international arena. Set up ” Green port  
policy  of TIPC Web ”to  communicate with 
other countries. 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC World Wide Web  
on which global public opinion with a contact-
mail, provide the general public to express 
views and opinions of online . 

Publication Internet Web 

Manual of staff environ-
mental education TIPC 
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Communication 
 & Publication 

the past years, to improve visitors’ 
understanding of and connection with the port. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jH0yjS0G3I&feature=player_embedded
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Mountain cleaning activities 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC regularly organizes 
mountain cleanups. Through these activities, 
the public are educated and encouraged to 
protect the environment together. 

08/ 

Port–city economic prosperity forum  
The TIPC organized a series  of industrial, official, 
and academic forum on port–city economic 
prosperity. Participants exchanged experiences 
and opinions on the topic of “Opportunities for 
Developing Tourism in the Port of Hualien 
Through Port–City Cooperation "in the forum . 

Outcome of the EcoPort certification  

In 2015, the TIPC presented the process of 
obtaining the EcoPort certification and the 
impressive outcome of environmental protection 
practices in the port. 

Forum for shipping lines 

To serve for shipping lines and determine 
marketing strategies, the Hualien Branch of TIPC 
regularly convenes forums for shipping lines, 
inviting port investors and administrative 
agencies to attend the forum in the expectation 
of creating a win-win future. 

Handling  emergency relief with the Hualien 
City Office 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC fulfils social 
responsibility, show concerns for minority 
groups, and cares for disadvantaged in the 
neighborhood,  40 emergency reliefs were 
conducted in 2015.  

Visit of the Princess Cruises 

Cruises sailing into the Port of Hualien have 
brought  a great number of tourists to Hualien. 
People fond of cruises can view them from the 
outdoor spaces of the Hualien Branch of TIPC. 

Meeting /Visit Activities 

Sending warmth to the needy in winter 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC organizes the 
activities of Sending Warmth to the Needy in 
Winter, donating money and goods to the New 
Dawn Education and Nursing Institute, Bethesda 
Home for Challenged Children and Adults, and 
Meilun Center for Challenged Children and 
Adults for residents to pass the cold winter 
without worries. 

Blood donation activity 

In line with its spirit of social responsibility, the 
Hualien Branch of TIPC occasionally even invites 
employees of cooperation departments to 
participate in blood drives as part of a broader 
effort to promote blood donation among the 
public at large. 

Introduce Port of Hualien to neighborhood 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC actively invited 
neighboring communities to know the past, 
present, and future of the Port of Hualien, as well 
as its initiative in diverse development and 
EcoPorts certification application. 

Visit from the elementary school 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC hosted a field trip for 
elementary school students affected by Typhoon 
Toraji, providing them with a unique learning 
experience rooted in the industry that drives 
their local economy.  

Visit from the navy’s fleet of friendship 

In addition to the  docking of various cargo and 
passenger ships, the Navy’s Fleet of Friendship 
docks at the port for friendship activities. 

Public Welfare / Neighborhood Activities 

Beach cleaning public service activity 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC organized a beach 
cleaning activity regularly, participants walked 
along the bikeway and collected garbage at the 
beach. Approximately 1,000 kg of waste can be 
collected in each beach cleaning activity. 

Communication 
 & Publication 
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Environmental Investments and Cost Environmental Assets 

 Staff: Cost for environment-related staff and training. 
 Environmental maintenance and management: Port greening and 

beautification, waste disposal, and dredging. 
 Environmental monitoring: Environmental monitoring and inspection of air, 

noise, water quality, sediments, and dredging. 
 Emergency response: Charges for handling accidents, materials for pollution 

in the port, and charges for testing dangerous goods. 
 Communication and publications: Website maintenance, promotional 

activities, and environmental publications. 

*Total Expenditures on Environmental Issues Made by the Port of Hualien, TIPC in 2014-2015 

Cost items 2014 2015 

Staff( environment training) 9,443 6,334 

Environmental maintenance and management  2,103    2,118 

Environmental monitoring  -   2,890 

Emergency response 190 180 

Communication and publications 141 1,385 

Total 11,877 12,907 

*Environmentally-related Fixed Asset Expenditures in 2014 

* Environmentally-related Fixed Asset Expenditures in 2015 

Items 
Land 

Improvements 
Houses and 

Buildings 
Machinery 

and Equipment 
Transportation 
Equipment 

Other 
Equipment 

Total 

General 
Construction 

and Equipment 
Purchase 
Project 

87,000   1,600   11,143   4,077   1,945   105,765  

Total 87,000   1,600   11,143   4,077   1,945   105,765  

09/ 

The cost in each category are as follows 

Water recreation Merchants video 

土地活用出租 
土地活用出租 

The cost that have been invested by the Hualien 
Branch of TIPC in the environmental aspects are 
mainly divided into the categories of staff, 
environmental maintenance and management, 
environmental monitoring, and emergency 
responses and communication. The purpose of 
these investments is to improve the environmental 
awareness among staff, environmental mainten-
ance, environmental quality, emergency response 
abilities, and public understanding of the port.  

Cost invested by the investments of the Hualien 
Branch of TIPC in the Environmental aspects in 
2014-2015 is 11,877,000 NTD (approx.  325,853 
Euro ) & 12,907,000 NTD (approx. 354,089 Euro). 

The Hualien Branch of TIPC has launched a series 
of port development projects to improve the 
efficient use of property by the Port of Hualien, 
promote local economic prosperity, and develop 
the port into an eco-friendly green port capable of 
energy conservation and carbon reduction. Several 
projects concern environmental aspects. For 
example, the infrastructure of the recreational area 
in the Port of Hualien has been built to increase 
public access to the port. Moreover, lights in the 

rear areas of wharves have been replaced with LEDs, 
an AIS for inspecting vessel speed reduction has 
been built, and the main pipelines for water 
charging at wharves have been updated to increase 
operational effectiveness and reduce possible 
pollution caused by construction projects . Costs 
invested by the investments of the Hualien Branch 
of TIPC in the Environmental aspects in 2014-2015 is 
105,765,000  NTD (approx.  2,961,420 Euro) & 
129,214,000 NTD (approx. 3,617,992 Euro). 

Green  
Accounting  

Schematic view of the expansion of the clearance 
service station 

(Unit: Thousand in NTD) 

(Unit: Thousand in NTD) 

(Unit: Thousand in NTD) 
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Items 
Land 

Improvements 
Houses and 

Buildings 
Machinery 

and Equipment 
Transportation 
Equipment 

Other 
Equipment 

Total 

General 
Construction 

and Equipment 
Purchase 
Project 

49,000   36,100   11,438   32,526   150   129,214  

Total 49,000  36,100   11,438   32,526   150   129,214  



To protect marine environment and facilitate sustainable 
development, the Hualien Branch of TIPC is committed to protecting 
port environment, conserving resources and the ecology, and 
continuously implementing on-site inspection to ensure favorable air 
quality in the port. These actions are taken according to the 
environmental protection policies of the Environmental Protection 
Administration and the Ministry of Transportation and 
Communications, as well as the TIPC’s goal and implementation 
plan of promoting green ports in Taiwan. 
 
The Hualien Branch of TIPC will actively develop the cruise economy 
and tourism, obtain the EcoPorts certification issued by the European 
Sea Ports Organization, and become both a green and a tourist port 
to achieve both the goals of economic development and 
environmental protection. 

10/ 

Improvement 
Recommendations 
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